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ABSTRACT
We extend the relational model of data to allow classes as attribute values, thereby permitting the representation of hierarchies of
objects. Inheritance, including multiple inheritance with exceptions, is cleanly supported. Facts regarding classes of objects csn be
stored and manipulated in the same way as facts regarding object instances. Our model is upwards compatible with the standard
relational model.

1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper. we attempt to fold the concept of hierarchy into
a relational model of data storage. We do so by permitting
classes to be used as attribute values in a relation. We
introduce the concept of negative assertions to permit
exceptions. Only two new relational operators are required:
consolidate, to eliminate redundant tuples, and explicate, to
flatten a relation to its complete extension. The resulting
model is upwards compatible with the standard relational
model. Existing databases can continue to be used with our
model, and the meaning of the standard relational operators
does not change.

The relational model of data has a flat view of the world, with
all information expressed in the form of tables. Due to its
stark simplicity and its conceptual elegance, it has been
in
becoming
a standard
for
database
successful
implementation. However, the flatness of tables prevents a
clean representation of hierarchy.
Hierarchy is very popular as a data structuring technique.
Tree structures provide a rich expressive technique for
managing complex information. Object-oriented systems [12]
are the current panacea for many software engineering
problems. A central concept in these systems is that of an
object class (or type), and of a hierarchy of such classes. Data
and procedures are inherited from a general (base) class to
more specific (derived) classes, obtained as restrictions of the
general class.

Many benefits accrue from exploiting hierarchy in data
representation. One can store the class membership once., and
use a single tuple with the class name to substitute for many
tuples with its constituent elements. If class membership is
determined as a function, one could potentially have an
inlinite number of values that belong to a class. Thus a
potentially infinite relation can be stored in constant space.
Class membership may sometimes be undetermined or
variable. If all members of a class participate in a relation
(satisfy a predicate or possess a property), exactly this
statement can be stored in the relation through the class
mechanism. Contrast this clean representation with the
traditional database approach of storing an extension of the
class membership as the set of instances that satisfy the
predicate, and then in addition storing an integrity constraint
that ensures that the extension stored is exactly the
membership of the class’.

Frame-based knowledge representation systems have become
popular in recent years [6,18]. Once more, the idea here is to
organize entities into classes and to construct a hierarchy of
these classes. Properties asserted for one class are inherited
by all sub-classes of the class. and also by all instances of the
class.
Hierarchy has also been proposed in the context of database
design as a technique for organizing real-world knowledge
before building the database schema [22,23]. Semantic data
models have been a focus of attention for the past few years.
(See [14] for an excellent survey). Hierarchy plays an
important role in well-known semantic models such as SDM
[13], IF0 [l]. and TAXIS [17]. Inheritance with exceptions
has explicitly been included in a data language by Borgida in
t41.

Default statements and certain integrity constraints can now be
expressed within the data model. Given a statement about a
class. an incompatible statement regarding a sub-class or
instance can be interpreted as an exception to a default, or as
a violation of an integrity constraint.
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One could, of course, store the class meanbership
in a separate.
rdation
and
keep only a single tuplc with a class natnc. wat
in the standard
relational
m&L
The pmblan
then is that repeated
joins
are required
causing
a
degradation
in performance.

The intent of this paper is to present a data model that can
serve as a standard interface providing “higher level”
primitive operators than a standard relational model would in
support of hierarchy. This model has been constructed
carefully to make efficient implementation possible. A system
that implements this model could be used as a back-end for,
say, a frame-based knowledge representation system or a
semantic net. The provision of the new primitive operators
makes it possible to issue less queries to the database from the
reasoning system, and permits the efficient evaluation of these
more powerful queries within the database.

To keep matters simple, in Section 2.1 we only consider the
case of a single-attribute relation. We extend these ideas to
multiple-attribute relations in Section 2.2.

2.1 Single-Column Relations
Rather than have a single large domain over which the value
of an attribute can range, define a hierarchy of sub-domains or
classes. A class, for our purposes, is a set C such that CcD.
We shall write VC as the value of a tuple, and mean that the
relation includes (or is satisfied by) every value x where XEC.
Class membership is transitive. If aEA and AcB, we shall say
aeB. In particular, any tuple with a value of VB expands to a
set of tuples that includes (1. In this regard each instance can
be thought of as a “level 0” class3.

Other extensions have been proposed to the relational model.
For example, the PGSTGRES data model [20] makes several
extensions to relational algebra to be able to support objectoriented databases. However, inheritance, an important
operation in object-oriented
systems, is not supported
explicitly.
We argue that our extension of the relational
model should be incorporated in the data model of any backend support system built for an object-oriented database.

Any attempt to generalize real-world knowledge quickly finds
itself in trouble due to exceptions. Most systems with
inheritance provide some form of exception mechanism
[8,25]. If our class mechanism is to be useful, we too must
allow some form of exceptions. We do so by introducing
negation. (An appropriate front-end to the database could
choose to issue wamings when an exception occurs,
completely prevent exceptions, freely permit exceptions, or do
one of the three depending on factors such as the class
involved).

Inheritance has been added to a logic programming language
in the L,OGIN project [2]. The motivation of this work in the
context of logic progr amming is the same as ours in the
context of relational databases. However, we are able to
handle exceptions while LOGIN cannot. We hope that the
inheritance with exceptions that we provide. can effectively be
used in support of a deductive database. thereby providing
greater functionality than LOGIN. Further work is required to
realize this. At a more abstract level, a body of work is
rapidly being established in “sorted logics”. which are regular
logics integrated with a taxonomy of classes (called sorts)
[7,11.28].

It is possible to negate a tuple. The negation applies to the
relation. A negated tuple with a value VA for its sole
attribute in a relation R should be read, “for every element of
A, relation R does not hold.”
Note that such negative
statements do not create null values or a problem due to
partial information.‘. Through asserting a set of positive and
negative tuples one can create exceptions to exceptions in any
required exception hierarchy of arbitrary depth.

Section 2 presents our data model. Section 3 discusses
operations with the data model. We conclude with some
discussion in Section 4 of both implementation issues and
possible extensions to the model.
2. THE

DATA

An item is an atomic element or a class, member or subset of
D. Every tuple is an item with an associated truth value. The
frufh value of a tuple is a Boolean variable that is true for a
positive (normal) tuple and false for a negated tuple. A tuple
associated with an item A is written as rA.

MODEL

First, a short recapitulation of basic relational algebra. Given
a set of c attribute Ames N = (01, . . . ,cac}. with a domain Di
for each attribute air &line D+ to be the Cartesian product of
the domams Di for 1=1,...,c. A tuple is a mapping from N to
D*. A reldon is a set of tuples defined over the same
domain and range.

In the presence of negative assertions, there is a problem of an
element x belonging (directly or indirectly) both to a set P with
rp being true, and to a set N. with f,v being false. We use the
class hierarchy to handle this problem, following the lead

Alternatively. one can also think of a relation R as specifying
a subset of D+. It comprises an extension of the tuples (or
ordered set of attribute values) that satisfy2 a predicate
corresponding to the relation.
Rather than store every
individual tuple that satisfies the predicate, we would like. in
our model, to, store only a few tuples. each of which
represents many ordered sets of attribute-value mappings that
satisfy the predicate.

3. A dktinctkm is often made betwceo an instance, which is a leaf node in the
hierarchy, and a class. which is a non-leaf node. Such a distinction is
necessary, for example, in a programming language context where classes
are types in the language and instances are variables of a type. We, in this
paper, recognize this distinction to the extent that we treat classes as sets
and instances as atomic elements. However. we could just as well treat each
instance as a singleton set, and we do just that when convenient, not
maintaining a clear distinction between {a} and a. Such sloppiness is
c-cm
in database work [16]. Throughout this paper, we shall use
“member of” (E) and “subset of” (c) as if they mean the same thing. No
confusion results, since a set is always represented by its membership in the
database context.

2. If the “closed world” assumption
[19] is made. Otherwise it is the set of
tuplesthat PI-Cknown to satisfy the predicate with nothing implied about
other tuplcs in D* not in R.

4. A negative statement is NOT equivalent to “it is not true that relation R
holds for every element of A, (so that relation R could still hold for some
elements of A).” Note also that in the absence of the closed-world
assumption, the negated tuple should be read, “for every element of A,
relation R is not known to hold.”
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For any item, a tuple binding graph can be obtained by
eliminating each node in the hierarchy graph for which there
is no tuple in the relation, except the node corresponding to
the item in question, and eliminating each node in the
hierarchy graph from which there is no path to the item node.
Informally, the tuple-binding graph for an item can be
obtained from the subsumption graph of the relation by adding
the item in question to the subsumption graph along with
appropriate links to it as determined from the hierarchy graph,
and then deleting all nodes that camtot reach the item. The
nodes of the tuple-binding graph represent all tuples in the
relation that are relevant to the determination of the truth
value of the item in question. If there is a tuple associated
with the item itself, then the tuple binds strongest to the item
in question. Otherwise the strongest binding tuple(s) is the
immediate predecessor(s) of the item. The truth value of an
item is obtained as the truth value of the tuple that binds
strongest to it.

suggested in [26] and [9].
The hierarchy graph for a domain is a rooted directed acyclic
graph, with the domain itself being the root and with edges
from each more general class to its derived more specific
classes. Instances form the leaves of this graph. See Fig. la
for an example. (If a reasoning system wishes to deal with
classes and not consider extensions, then the leaves of the
graph could represent classes as well rather than instances).
Gn this graph, define a node elimination procedure for a node
i as follows: Delete the no& i and all edges incident upon it.
For each immediate predecessor, j, of i (before the deletion)
considered in reverse topological orde?, for each immediate
successor. k, of i considered in topologically sorted order, if
there does not exist a directed path from j to t (after the
deletion) introduce a directed edge from j to k. (By adding
edges in the specified order and performing the check to not
add an edge if a path already exists, we ensure that redundant
edges are not added in the course of the elimination. Such
redundant edges are always inefficient to store, and could
sometimes lead to incorrect results. See Appendix). For a
relation, a subsumption graph is obtained by eliminating all
nodes in the hierarchy graph for which no tuples have been
asserted.

A

Pe uiu

Peter Amanng Plying Penguin

Consider Figure 1. We have a single attribute relation in
which we wish to store the names of all flying creatures.
Rather than store a huge relation including the name of every
individual creature that llies, we use a hierarchy of animals
available to us. A fraction of this hierarchy is depicted in Fig.
la. Now rather than list every bird as a flying creature, we
need store only one tuple recording the fact that all birds are
flying creatures. From this fact we infer that Tweety, an
instance of Canary, which is a type of bii.
is a flying
creature. That is, an equivalent flat relation would have
Tweety as one of its tuples. Penguins are birds but should not
be included among flying creatures. We create an exception
through a negated tuple, in effect canceling all penguins from
the relation. We infer that Paul, a Galapagos penguin, even
though a bird, is not a flying creature. If there is a class of
Amazing Flying Penguins that are flying creatures, though
penguins, we can “re-insert” these into the relation through a
positive tuple (creating an exception to the negated tuple
regarding penguins). Pamela has three tuples in the relation
that are applicable. However, in the tuple binding graph
(Pamela’s tuple-binding graph is the same as Patricia’s shown
in Fig. Id). Pamela has only one immediate predecessor,
namely that all Amazing Flying Penguins are flying creatures.
We therefore conclude that Pamela is a flying creature.
Similarly, there is a specific tuple asserting that Peter is a
flying creature, and this tuple overrides all other tuples
applicable to Peter.

Peal trill
L
Am2
Pat&

g Plying Penguin

Classes need not be disjoint. An instance or sub-class could
be a member of more than one class. This is known as
multiple inheritance. In the absence of negated tuples,
multiple inheritance does not pose any problems. The relation
is satisfied for an element b if the relation includes a positive
tuple rc for some C such that b&C.

F

(4
(4
Figure 1. (a) A Class Hierarchy, (b) A Hierarchical Relation,
(c) The Subsumption Graph for the Relation, and
(d) The Tuple-Binding Graph for Patricia

However, with negated tuples in a multiple inheritance system,
we are no longer guaranteed that each item will have exactly
one tuple that binds strongest to it. If, for an item, there are
multiple tuples of differing truth values as its immediate
predecessors in the tuple-binding graph, (and there is no tuple
associated with the item itself), then we have a conjlict. We
treat such a conflict as an inconsistent state of the database
and do not permit it. (This approach is in contrast with the

5. Ciivena dited acyclic graph.B topological

ordering of the nodes is a
complete order of the nodes in which if there is M edge fan node i to node

jthennodeiprecedcsnadej.
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standard AI approach of permitting conflicts and then
attempting to “resolve”
them in a more or less sensible
manner [21,27]). The conflict can be resolved by introducing
a tuple that binds more strongly to the item(s) in conflict than
all tuples with a different truth value.

Each attribute of a standard relation ranges over a specified
domain. Just as before, we can create a hierarchy of domains
for each attribute. An item is now obtained as one member
(class or element) from each of D,, Dz, etc., the domains of
the various attributes. Thus an item is a subset of D’, the
domain of the relation obtained as the cartesian product of the
attribute domains. A tuple is an item along with a truth value
that is stored in the relation. The truth value of a tuple can be
true or false as before. An atomic item is obtained as the
“cartesian product” of atomic values from the domains Di,
Da, etc. A composite item is an item that is not an atomic
item, so that it has at least one class, not an atomic value, in
the cartesian product taken.

The maintenance of consistency is a central database precept.
Whenever an update is made we require that the update does
not create an unresolved conflict. If an update creates a
conflict, within the same transaction, before the update is
committed, other updates must be made that resolve the
conflict, and themselves create no new unresolved conflict.
See Section 3.1 on maintaining consistency in the database.
Many inheritance systems adopt a default conflict resolution
scheme (beyond the subsumption rule that we use). For
example, left precedence is commonly used in object-oriented
programming languages, such as LISP with Flavors. We
require explicit conflict resolution in the data model that is
implemented as part of the database. A front end can easily
be added to provide any desired conflict resolution semantics,
including left pmcedence, by compiling a user generated
update request into a transaction that maintains consistency by
performing additional updates for conflict resolution.

An item hierarchy is obtained as the cartesian product of the
hierarchy graphs for the individual
attribute domains.
Consider, over some attribute domain, a hierarchy graph (V,E),
with V its set of vertices, and E its set of edges. Its cartesian
product with another hierarchy graph (W,F) results in a
product graph (SC), where U = VxW and there exists a
directed edge from t4i = (Vi,Wi) t0 Uj = (Vj,Wj)
in G, iff there
exists an edge Ram vi to vi in E with Wi = Wj or there exists an
edge from wi to wj in F with vi = vi. Figures 2a and 2b show
two simple hierarchy graphs, and Fig. 2c shows their product.

Retuming to the example of Figure 1, consider Patricia, who
is both an Amazing Flying Penguin and a Galapagos Penguin.
Since nothing has been asserted about Galapagos penguins
specifically not being flying creatures, there is no conflict.
Patricia’s only predecessor in the tuple bmding graph is the
tuple regarding Amazing Flying Penguins, and we conclude
that Patricia is a flying creature. However, if a tuple were to
be included in the relation stating that Galapagos penguins
cannot fly, then we have a conflict since Patricia has two
immediate predecessors in the tuple binding graph, one of
them positive, and the other negative.
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The functionality provided by single-attribute hierarchical
relations is similar to that provided in the semantic nets
proposed in [21,26].
The major difference is that we
distinguish between the inheritance hierarchy, which is treated
as a taxonomy, and the relations in the database, which
associate properties with objects in the taxonomy. This
distinction is not usually made in semantic nets so that the set
of flying things is considered as much a class as, say, bids.
By making this distinction, we lose the ability to infer
automatically, from the hierarchy, that, for example, Tweety
can travel far since flying things can travel far. However,
through the use of logic programming, such as PROLOG or
DATALOG, on top of out hierarchical data model, we are
able to provide an even more powerful inference mechanism
with no loss of succinctness. Moreover, by making this
“natural” distinction between taxonomy and association, we
are able to provide inheritance over multi-attribute relations, as
we shall see below, without having an attendant geometric
growth in the sire of the semantic net.

2.2 Multiple-Column

Student Teacher

4

IncoherentTeacher

(4

Figure 2. (a) A Student Hierarchy, (b) A Teacher Hierarchy,
and (c) Their Product

-~~

Figure 3. A relation
hierarchy

defined with

Fig. 2c as the item

A tuple-binding graph can be derived for each item as before.
Conflicts of truth values are generated and resolved as before.
However, new kinds of conilicts can now be generated. As
we can see in Fig. 2, even if each of the individual attribute
domains is organized as an inheritance tree so that multiple
inheritance conflicts do not arise, in general, the Cartesian
product of the domains will not be a tree. Consider the

Relations

For ease of exposition, we had thus far restricted ourselves to
relations with a single attribute. In this section, we shall apply
the ideas of the previous section to regular multi-attribute
relations.
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explicit cancellation is akin to the excuses construct described
in [5].

example relation shown in Figure 3 using the hierarchies
defined in Fig. 2. Given that all Obsequious students respect
all teachers, and that no student respects any incoherent
teacher, we cannot determine whether obsequious students
respect incoherent teachers. In other words, we have an
inconsistent database if the Respects relation comprises only
the tuples above the dashed line. The conflict is resolved
through an explicit tuple asserting that all obsequious students
do indeed respect all incoherent teachers.

3. OPERATIONS
In the previous section we defined an extension to the
relational data model in which universal quantification over a
class could be used as an attribute, and in which exceptions
were permitted through negated tuples. In this section we
explore the implications of such a data model in terms of the
operations to be carried out on it. In Section 3.1 we look at
integrity enforcement, and in 3.2 at redundancy. Two new
relational operations, consolidate and explicate, are introduced
in Section 3.3. We examine the standard relational operations
in Section 3.4.

African Elephant Indian Elephant
\

Rxt

Note that every hierarchical relation must be equivalent to a
unique flat relation for a given item hierarchy; that is, it has a
unique model of the atomic items that satisfy the given
relation, Any manipulations on hierarchical relations should
have the same affect whether performed on the hierarchical
relations or on the equivalent flat relations. In this sense, the
semantics of relational operators is not altered even in the case
of hierarchical relations,

3.1 Integrity
Figure 4. An Elephant class hierarchy,
relation

A relational database may include integrity constraints in the
form of restrictions on attribute values as a function of other
attribute values, restrictions on the number of tuples that
satisfy some selection criterion, and so forth, usually as part of
a catalog or data dictionary. Such constraints are abundant in
standard relational
database products and are often
implementation dependent. In general, they should continue to
work on hierarchical relations as well, modulo the changes in
the relational operations discussed in Section 3.4. We say no
more about them here.

and an associated

For a more involved example, consider a variation on the
well-known “Clyde the royal elephant” hierarchy [lo] shown
in Figure 4. Having said elephants are grey, it is not enough
to say that royal elephants are white: we would then be
implying that royal elephants were somehow both grey and
white at the same time. An explicit cancellation is required,
in effect requiring us to state that royal elephants are not grey
but white. The same applies to Clyde, an instance of a royal
elephant, who happens to be dappled rather than a pure white.
Finally, consider a query regarding the color of Appu, lmown
to be both a royal elephant and an Indian elephant. The
applicable tuples in the relation refer to elephants and to royal
elephants. Royal elephant binds more strongly to Appu than
does elephant, so we conclude that Appu is not grey but
white. Since there are no assertions specifically about the
color of Indian elephants, the fact that Appu is an Indian
elephant is treated as an irrelevant fact, just as Appu’s
membership in any other classes, not shown in the figure, is.
See the Appendii for alternate strategies.

The hierarchical relational model requires two integrity
constraints not relevant in a flat relation. One is the typeirredundancy constraint requiring that there be no cycles in the
hierarchy graph. This is straightforward and is not discussed
further. (See [3] for a careful analysis). The other is called
the ambiguity constraint:
For each item
domainr of a
associated with
the tuple-binding
should have the

in the cartesian product of the attribute
rekation, either there should be a tuple
the item, or every predecessor of the item in
graph (that is, every strongest binding tuple)
same truth value.

Either an update that violates this constraint can be
disallowed, or the conflict between two classes A and B can be
resolved. Such resolution can be through deleting the
assertion for either A or 8. It could also be through explicitly
asserting a tuple tx for every X member (or subset) of both A
and 8. The set of all such items X is known as the complete
coy%ct resolution set, C. A set M = {XEC such that there does
not exist YEC, XcY}, is known as the minimal corfict
resolution set. The complete conflict resolution set is unique
for any given conflict on any given item hierarchy. The
minimal conflict resolution set can be derived uniquely from it
by virtue of the transitivity of subsumption. Any conflict
resolving additions and deletions could themselves generate

Explicit cancellation, of the type we saw in the preceding
example, is common whenever a unique property (or
procedure) is to be associated with an object. In our generic
data model, there is no way of knowing that some property of
some entity should be unique. Indeed, one can argue that
such independence from specific application semantics is
desirable. A front end, whether an object-oriented system or a
frame-based knowledge representation system, can generate
the negation of the “inherited” tuple automatically whenever
an exception is stated, if that is the desired semantics.
Alternatively, explicit cancellation could be used as a check
that the user does indeed wish to create an exception. This
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new conflicts, which must then be resolved.

deleted as redundans since it is dominated by rt? The answer
depends partly upon the semantics of the assertions of the two
tuples. If tt was asserted due to a justification different from
the one due. to which ta was asserted, the two tuples should
indeed both be retained in the database. If ti is later retracted,
for example because its justification no longer was valid, t2
should still remain valid. On the other hand, if tt was
obtained as a generalization of several assertions such as t2, it
may be appropriate to delete 12, once tl has been inserted into
the relation. In general, there is no way for the database to
know whether there is any dependence between the
just.iIications for two (or more) tuples, and therefore assumes
independence. As such the default condition is to let the two
separate tuples 11 and ta coexist, even though the latter
contributes little effective additional information.
When
dependencies do exist, the user can issue a consolidate
operation to remove duplicates. See Section 3.3.

One tuple for each item in the minimal conllict resolution set
will suffice to resolve the conflict at hand. Less tuples may
suffice. If an item can be found that binds more closely to
each of two or more items in the minimal conflict resolution
set than any tuples with a different truth value, then a single
tuple corresponding to this item may suffice for all the
included members of the minimal conflict resolution set.
Note that our integrity maintenance is “optimistic”
in that
two sets are assumed disjoint unless there is evidence to the
contrary6. Such evidence may be provided in one of two ways.
One is for there to actually exist an atomic value (or cartesian
product of atomic values) that is an element of both sets, The
other is for there to be defhred a class (or Cartesian product of
classes and atomic values) that is a subset of both sets,
whether or not there exist any instances of this class. Through
the creation of empty intersection classes wherever
appropriate, a front-end could force a more ,,pessimistic”
integrity
maintenance, without explicitly
specifying
an
extension.

There also are other reasons why redundancy elimination is
problematic in a hierarchical relation As has been discussed
in the previous section, if assertions of opposite truth value are
made regarding two incomparable sets with a non-empty
intersection, then a conflict is created unless explicit
assertion(s) are made regarding the intersection of the two
sets. By detinition, any such conflict-resolving tuple has to be
Yominated”
by either one or the other (exactly one) of the
ConIlicting tuples. In consequence, one may hastily arrive at
the erroneous conclusion that the conflict resolving assertion
was redundant. For example, recall Figure 3. The tuple
stating that all obsequious students respect all incoherent
teachers may appear redundant since we have a more general
tuple stating that all obsequious students respect all teachers.
However, the former tuple was specifically added to resolve a
conflict, and its elimination would produce an inconsistent
state in the database.

3.2 Redundancy
A cornerstone of the relational model is that each relation is a
set of tuples, with no tuples bemg repeated. However, the
elimination of duplicates requires effort and many optimizers
do not eliminate duplicates after individual operations to the
extent safely possible. In fact, “relational,
query languages
often permit users to maintain and manipulate multi-sets, with
duplicates not removed, usually for purposes of efficiency.
For example, SQL offers a SELECT and a SELECT UNIQUE,
where the former does not eliminate duplicates and the latter
does.
As far as two identical tuples are concerned, hierarchical
relations do not differ from flat relations in any way.
Duplicate tuples are eliminated in exactly the same fashion as
in standard relational databases. However, redundancy
elimination is more general than simple duplicate elimination.
The former involves removal of all redundant statements so
that a minimal set of assertions about the relation is obtained.
The latter involves removing exactly identical duplicate
versions of tuples.

Figure 5. Venn Diagram showing the union of two sets
subsuming a third set

With regard to tuples that are redundant due to one or more
different,
usually
more general, tuples, matters get
complicated. Consider a tuple ti with VA in a certain
attribute, and another tuple t2 identical to ri in all respects,
including truth value, except that it has a, a member of A,
instead of VA in the corresponding attribute. Should t2 be
6.

It is possible for there to be two sets A and B neither of which
individually dominates a thiid set C, while the union of A and
B is a superset of C. See the Venn diagram in Fig. 5.
Detecting the redundancy of sets such as C is not easy. In
fact, finding the minimum number of sets regarding which
assertions have to be ma& is q-hard (the minimum-cover
problem, which is known to be np-complete, is a special case).
Semantically, such a situation is quite awkward, and without a
notion of union (or at least, disjoint partition), it is not
possible to express the fact that C is a subset of A union B. If
such a fact is true of the set membership at some point in
time, there is no guarantee that it will remain true indefinitely.
Therefore, we cannot consider a tuple regarding C a redundant
assertion, given tuples regarding sets A and B.

In other words. we sm making a “closed world” sssumprion
with ngud to
conflict, saying that there is no conflict onksa we have a spccilic instencc of
s edliet.
Such an smmption with regard to conflict does not rsquin that
we mske s closed world assumption
with rcgegud
to the damin the database.
Even while acknowledging that there could be facts in the real world that
the database doca not know &cut, we CM state that thae is no cooflict
betweenthefactsstoredinthedatabase.
Allwcmqoireisthattherebeno
quay that cm be poised to the database that cm observe P cmfkt without
pedolming any updatca.

Finally, one could have the opposite situation of the one
above. There could be a set C that is partitioned into subsets
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A and B, such that every instance of C is an instance of at least
one of A or B. If there are tuples tA and fe defined for the sets
A and B, then a tuple rc is redundant, in that it is always
overridden by one or the other of the former tuples, for every
member of the set C. Such redundancy cannot be detected
unless there is a way to express the concepts of partition and
mutual exhaustion in the data model. Further study is
required to determine exactly what such expressive power
should be, and what the complexity of implementation is.
Even if we did detect that C was partitioned into A and B, it is
not clear that tc should be deleted, since it may be meaningful
if there is a future deletion of t,,, say. Thus, we do not
consider tuples such as rc redundant in our data model.

presented in Sec. 2.1. Since the elimination of redundant
tuples alters the subsumption graph, the result of the
consolidation will be sensitive to the order in which the
redundant tuples are deleted. It can be shown that there is a
unique minimum relation with no redundant tuples, and that
this miimum can be achieved if the nodes of the subsumption
graph are examined in topologically sorted order [15]
Univers~~sed

Xseqious !$&$k++em
Obseqious Studxoherent

Formally, the redundancy of a tuple is determined by means
of the subsumption graph for the relation, obtained by
eliminating each no& in the item hierarchy graph for which
there is no tuple in the relation.

Tuple

Teacher
Teacher

(4

Defvlition (Redundant Tuple):
A tuple rA is redundant if and only if it has the same truth
value as all its immediate predecessors in the subsumption
graph of the relation.

Figure 6. (a) The Subsumption Graph and (b) Consolidation of Respec

A negated tuple without a (positive) tuple as a predecessor in
the relation subsumption graph is redundant. Since negated
tuples are used to establish an exception to a generalization
and relations are a mapping from D* to (0.1). negated tuples
correspond to elements of D’ that are mapped to zero, just as
elements not mentioned in the relation are. To remain
consistent with the definition of redundancy above, we
introduce the concept of a universal negated tuple defined over
D’, the product of the attribute domains. In the subsumption
graph, for every tuple no& with no predecessors, we create an
arc from this universal negated tuple. The delinition of
redundancy will then detect negated tuples with no
predecessors as redundant.

Consider Fig. 6a, showing the subsumption graph for the
Respects relation of Fig. 3. Proceeding in topologically sorted
order over the subsumption graph, we notice that the tuple
stating that students do not respect incoherent teachers is
redundant since its only predecessor is the universal negated
tuple. This tuple is then eliminated, but an edge is not created
from the universal negated tuple to (obsequious student,
incoherent teacher), since there already exists a path between
the two, through (obsequious student, teacher). Thus the tuple
stating that obsequious students respect incoherent teachers is
also found redundant, its only predecessor also being
positively asserted. The final result, after both eliminations,
shown in Fig. 6b. has exactly the same extension as the
relation in Fig. 3, and yet has fewer tuples in it, due to
consolidation, even though there were no duplicate tuples in
Fig. 3.

Note that a relation that includes redundant tuples is still a
welldefined entity in that it has a unique (and irredundant)
extension as a flat relation. In general, there will be multiple
tuples in a relation that are applicable to any specific item.
That some of these are redundant does not affect anything.
Redundant tuples are eliminated in our model only when
explicitly requested by the user through a consolidate.

3.3.2 Explication
The e.qlicate operator takes a relation as its argument, along
with a specification of a subset of the attributes of the relation,
and produces a relation as the result. The result relation is an
(in fact, the only) extension of the input relation and has no
universally quantifkd classes as values for the specified
attribute; that is, all tuples in the relation after explication
correspond to atomic items. This operator is useful when a
count, average, or other statistical operation is to be performed
over the relation.

3.3 New Relational Operators
In manipulating hierarchical relations, two new operators are
useful. These are ConsoZidate, to eliminate redundant tuples,
and explicate, to flatten a relation. Both operations modify the
physical form in which a hierarchical relation is expressed,
without affecting the information content or altering the
equivalent flat relation.

Consider the item hierarchy for the relation. Explication
involves introducing a tuple for each leaf node in the
hierarchy, and removing tuples for all higher level nodes.
Many of the tuples thus generated will be negated. The final
subsumption graph obtained consists of a set of independent
nodes with no links between them. As such, all the negated
tuples obtained are redundant, and can be removed by a
consolidate that follows.

3.3.1 Consolidation
Like all relational operators, consolidate takes as its argument
a relation, and produces as its result a relation. It “draws”
the subsumption graph for the argument relation, determines
the redundant tuples Born the graph and then eliminates them
to obtain the result relation. When a tuple is deleted from the
relation, the corresponding no& is eliminated from the
subsumption graph following the node elimination procedure
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If the explication is only over some attributes of the relation,
rather than the entire relation, tuples need be introduced only
for selected leaf nodes in the hierarchy. Negated tuples
obtained are not redundant, and no consolidation need follow.

(4

In all situations, a simple algorithm to perform explication is
to traverse the relation subsumption graph in reverse
topologically sorted order. For the tuple at each node,
enumerate the membership of classes that are values for the
attributes to be explicated. Insert each tuple obtained from
such enumeration into the result relation unless a tuple
corresponding to the same item has already been inserted.

11 Jill Loves

3.4 Standard Relational Operators
Cc)

Standard relational
operators continue to work with
hierarchical relations. For lack of space, rather than describe
the algorithms, a few examples are worked out. The
interested reader can refer to [ 151 for details.

+
II-

11

11Jack and Jill Between them Love
VBird
+
v Penguin
Peter

II

I /I

11Jack and Jill Both Love 11

We begin, in Figs. 7 and 8, by showing some simple
selections on the Respects relation of Fig. 3. Whenever one
has a system that produces answers that are deduced from,
rather explicitly stated in, facts that the system has been told
(or has stored in it), the question of justification arises. For
example, if one obtains an unexpected answer to some query,
one may wish to find out how the answer was obtained, either
to confirm the correcmess of the answer or to debug a poorly
specified input to the system. One can, in our model, not only
obtain the result of a selection, but also find out which tuples
in the relation were applicable. Fig. 9 demonstrates this
feature on the relation in Fig. 4.

W

l-

1 Peter

IIJack Lmes

but Jill Does Not 11

(4
1Jill Loves but Jack Does Not 11

Figure 10. (a),(b) Two Relations, (c) Their Union, (d) Their
Intersection, and (e),(f) Their Set Difference
operations, using the taxonomy example from Fig. 1. Finally,
Fig. 11 shows the join of two relations followed by a
projection back on one of the original relation. Notice that
there is no loss of information in the process.

Figure 7. Who do obsequious students respect?

wi
In many of the examples, notice that redundant tuples are
present in the result even when there were no redundant tuples
in the arguments supplied to the relational operators. These
redundant tuples may be removed, if desired, through a
consolidation.

Figure 8. Who does John respect?
II

I Animal
- 1 Clyde

I Color II
1 Grey

4.

(4

II IAnimal

I Color

Figure 9. (a) A Selection on the Animal-Color
(b) Its Justification

CONCLUSION

We have presented a model of data incorporating hierarchy
into the relational model in a natural way. The model
presented is completely upwards compatible with the standard
relational model. It features two new options: set-valued
attributes and negative assertions. With the help of these it is
possible to condense information in a database in a
semantically meaningful way. It is also possible to make
statements regarding classes of objects within the data model
without separately making the statement for each object in the
class. Exceptions to generalized statements are permitted.
One can use the class mechanism to enforce certain types of
integrity constraints within the data model itself. The

II

relation, and

Set operations apply to the explicated item sets represented by
the relations, and not to the actual set of tuples physically
used to store the relations. Fig. 10 demonstrate various set
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Ihimal
II+ I V elephant

tuple j iff there is a path from j to i, in addition to paths from i
to the item and j to the item. Furthermore, there may be
applications in which it is not appropriate to assume any
preemption at all, and to declare a conflict whenever two or
more different truth values are inherited by a node. The
techniques presented in this paper are applicable irrespective
of the semantics used for preemption. All the relational
operations, both the standard ones, and the new ones, stay the
same. The difference arises only in the construction of the
inheritance hierarchy and the tuple binding graph. We
consider each of the possible semantics in turn below.

1 Enclosure Size
( 3ooa
Vh&an
elephant
3000
VIndian elephant
2000

+

(4
+
+
+
+
+

himal
V elephant
Vroyal elephant
VIndian elephant
V royal elephant
Clyde
Appu
Clyde
VIndian elephant
APPU
APPU

Color
Grey
Grey
Grey
White
White
white
Dappled
Grey
Grey
White

Enclosure Size
3ooo
3ooo
3000
3000
3000
3ooo
3000
2000
2000
2000

In all the examples worked out in the paper, we have used
off-path preemption, which in most cases appears to closest
match human intuition. Off-path preemption is obtained in
our model through ensuring that there are no redundant edges
in the inheritance hierarchy specified’. Thus, for example, a
redundant link in the hierarchy of Fig. 1 could be used to state
that Pamela is a Penguin. Since all immediate predecessors of
a node in its tuple-binding graph are involved in determining
the truth value for the corresponding item, Amazing Flying
Penguin would no longer bind more strongly than Penguin,
and there would be a conflict at Pamela.

(b)
+
-

+
+
+
+

Animal
V elephant
Vroyal elephant
V royal elephant
Clyde
Clyde
V Indian elephant
Appu
APPU
(cl

Color
Grey
Grey
White
White
Dappled
Grey
Grey
white

No preemption requires exactly the opposite strategy. The
transitive closure of the hierarchy graph is used. Every node
in the tuple binding graph then becomes an immediate
predecessor of the item in question. If there is even one tuple
with a differing truth value, we have a conflict.
Considering Fig.1 once more, on-path preemption would
suggest that since Patricia is a Galapagos penguin, it may or
may not be able to fly, in spite of its being an amazing flying
penguin, and in spite of nothing having been explicitly stated
about Galapagos
penguins!
To
implement
on-path
preemption, redundant edges should not be deleted when
eliminating a node. Thus, in the derivation of the tuple
binding graph for Patricia, at the time that Galapagos penguin
is deleted, an edge is inserted from Penguin to Patricia, even
though a path already exists from Penguin to Patricia (through
Amazing Flying Penguin).

Figure 11. (a) An Enclosure-Size Relation delined over the
hierarchy of Fig. 4a, (b) Its Join with the AnimalColor Relation of Fig. 4b, and (c) Its Projection
Back on Animal-Color
hierarchical relational model can be used as a basis for
implementing a frame-based knowledge representation system.
The model shows promise of efficient implementation, though
some further work is needed in this direction.
The model presented appears promising in two other respects,
both of which are currently the topic of further research.
First, through the use of existential rather than universal
quantifiers, and the use of three-valued (positive, negative, and
unknown) rather than two-valued assertions, it may be
possible to have a sound and conceptually pleasing treatment
of partial information. Second, we can relax the assumption
in this paper that the class hierarchy is specified by the user
based upon some semantic notions. Instead, the database
system could mechanically organize traditional relation(s)
given into hierarchical relations with “classes” being defined in
such a way that storage is minimized.

Finally, there may be circumstances in which one wishes to
assert some general preference relation [24] over nodes in the
hierarchy, so that whenever two nodes have conflicting tuples
and apply to some item, then one dominates the other. Such
arbitrary preference rules can be introduced by placing special
edges in the hierarchy. These edges do not represent set
inclusion in the way that the other links in the hierarchy do,
but are used to induce the proper tuple binding graph. After
these special edges have been introduced, the semantics of
off-path preemption apply. Thus whenever there is a conflict
at a node in the absence of such edges, the conflict may be
resolved through the special edge that renders one of the
conilicting immediate predecessors reachable from the other.

APPENDIX
In the semantic network literature, there are two alternate
theories of the correct mechanism to perform multiple
inheritance with exceptions [U]. In terms of the tuple binding
graph for an item, on-path preemption assumes that a tuple i
binds more strongly to the item than a tuple j iff every path
from j to the item must pass through i. Off-path preemption
assumes that a tuple i binds more strongly to the item than a

7. Formally, we wish to retain only the transitive reduction of the hierarchy
graph.
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